
California, Y osem ite  Valley. O n  J u n e  7th Mike Blake (age 19) and Jerry Vogler 
(33) were com pleting an ascent of the Nose of El Capitan. Vogler had reached the 
sum m it slabs at the top of the bolt ladder and tied off the rope to his second. Blake 
was ascending the tied-off rope, using Jum ars and rem oving the protection. Almost 
at the end of the bolt ladder, about fifteen feet from the top, he made an unknow n 
error. Speculation has centered around his use of the Jum ars and the possible 
failure of a tie-off loop. Blake fell about 150 feet to the end of the rope. T he rope 
broke about twelve feet from the top, and he fell 3,000 feet to his death at the base of 
El Capitan. (Sources: Raffi Bedayn, Mark Forbes, Mead Hargis, Peter Thom pson.)

Analysis:  Examples of rope failure are rare, and this one aroused intense 
interest when it was learned that the rope was about one year old and had been used 
for only about twenty days of clim bing. Speculation grew that the rope m ight have 
been defective, specifically that it could be m uch older than the owner thought and 
that aging processes had reduced its strength. A captain in the Austrian M ountain 
Corps was visiting the Valley and lent his authority to two observations: that the 
rope was far more faded than a fresh orange M am m ut rope should be after twenty 
days of use, and that the core fibers were distinctly yellowed. T he captain said that 
for one year after m anufacture little yellowing could be observed in rope cores, but 
beyond that it became increasingly noticeable. T he Valley clim bing comm unity 
became concerned that other ropes m ight have sim ilar unknow n defects. T he Blake 
rope was forwarded to the American Alpine C lub’s equipm ent safety committee for 
analysis and testing.

H elm ut Microys, a member of the committee, transported the rope to 
Switzerland for testing by Arova Lenzburg AG, the makers of M am m ut rope. An 
identification thread in the core established that it had been manufactured between 
October 1970 and June 1971. It had been shipped to Eiger M ountain Sports, 
California, the distributors for M am m ut, in one of four shipm ents in the first half of 
1971. The rope had been purchased by Jerry Vogler in June 1972, either in Encino or 
West Los Angeles, California.

T he rope was tested at the M am m ut p lant on July 24th and 25th, 1973, in the 
presence of H elm ut Microys. (1) Visual exam ination. The rope showed general 
deterioration of the mantle, with many small tears most likely from Jum ar use. 
Several of these tears located near the break appeared to be fused (nylon melts at 
about 480 degrees F.). Many fibers at the break were fused. After this visual 
exam ination the M am m ut experts estimated that the rope would prove to be still 
safe, but that it had neared its proper retirement time. (2) Microscopic exam ination.



First, various dem onstration fiber samples were studied — they had been subjected 
to a wide variety of forces, including cutting w ith a knife, w ith a rock, tensile break, 
stress over an edge. T he many areas of m antle damage on the Blake rope were 
evidently from Jum ar use. T he fusion of core fibers near the break was confirmed 
under m agnification. A com parison of those fibers w ith the dem onstration samples 
suggested that the rope broke because of a sudden shock load over a relatively sharp 
edge. (3) Edge strength. Four individual tests were performed to determine the 
energy absorption capacity of the rope when stressed over a carabiner. T he average 
breaking force was 1062.5 kp and th e  energy absorption capacity was 185.0m kp/m. 
(A new rope has a capacity of about 300 m kp/m , and 180 m kp /m  is considered the 
m inim um  to hold a severe fall.) O n the basis of this figure the M am m ut staff 
predicted that the rope would be able to hold one UIAA standard drop test. (4) Drop 
test. T he rope sustained one drop test conducted according to UIAA requirements. 
It broke on the second drop. T he location of the break was not influenced by several 
nearby areas of m antle damage.

Conclusions. A rope is considered safe if it can hold one UIAA standard drop 
test, and by this criterion the Blake rope was safe since it held one drop after  Blake’s 
own fall. However, a rope should be retired before dropping below the m inim um  of 
holding just one severe fall. On this basis the Blake rope had only a few more hours 
of useful life left — a total lifespan of perhaps twenty-five days of that kind of 
climbing. Another factor worthy of consideration is the force generated by Blake’s 
fall, which is related to the so-called “fall factor.” (The fall factor is obtained by 
dividing the length of the fall by the length of rope available to absorb the force. For 
example, if a leader climbs ten feet above his belayer and then falls, stopping ten feet 
below his belayer, that w ould be a fall of 20 feet divided by 10 feet of available rope, 
giving a fall factor of 2.) T he fall factor in the UIAA drop test is 1.78. Blake fell 
somewhat less than .the full length of his rope, giving a fall factor slightly below 1. 
Despite the spectacular length of the fall, it could have generated only a moderate 
force, one which both the rope and a hum an body should withstand. One can thus 
deduce that some unfavorable circumstance existed, such as a small sharp edge — 
perhaps a nubbin  only half an inch high, or a bolt or bolt hanger.

Barring any local weakness in the rope, one must conclude that the Blake rope 
did not break because it was too old, too used, or too weak. T he possibility of a local 
weakness cannot be discarded, whether from a mechanical or chemical cause. 
Inquiry revealed that it w ould be impossible to reconstruct a local weakness with 
any degree of certainty. However, the equipm ent safety committee was able to 
conclude that the failure of the Blake rope was not caused by a general defect of the 
entire rope.

Comments on speculation. According to the M amm ut manufacturers, the rope 
was not faded. It was made w ith a “dark orange” mantle which was subsequently 
succeeded by a brighter “signal orange.” Fresh samples of both mantles were 
displayed. T he surface of the Blake rope was dirty, but the interior fibers were 
unaffected. T he effect of ultraviolet radiation (sunlight) on nylon ropes is slight in 
com parison to deterioration from use. In recent tests by M ammut, ropes 
continuously exposed for one year (over 2,000 hours of sunshine) retained 70% of 
their original strength. Chemical air po llu tion  in urban areas is a more serious 
enemy of nylon than intense sunlight at high elevations. Under good storage 
conditions (dark, dry, room  temperature), five years on the shelf would not 
significantly affect a rope’s strength. Core fibers are not necessarily white. M amm ut



ropes were made with yellow core material until early 1972, since then w ith white. 
T he Austrian army captain was totaly misinform ed on this point — an example of 
how authority and apparent knowledge can combine to confound an already 
unaware clim bing public. (Sources: Mead Hargis, H elm ut Microys, Edward Nester, 
Peter Renz, Peter Thom pson.)

T he investigation of this accident drew on an unusual num ber of people and 
organizations, including Arova Lenzburg AG (M amm ut ropes), the N ational Park 
Service, Recreational Equipm ent, Inc., M. Teufelberger (Edelweiss ropes), the 
Commission du Matériel de Sécu rité of the U nion Internationale des Associations 
d ’Alpinisme, and the safety committee and equipm ent safety committee of the 
A.A.C. T he clim bing public’s knowledge of ropes proved to be meager in 
com parison with the im portance of ropes in clim bing. T he accident itself, however, 
m ight have been prevented by entirely unsophisticated procedures. Jum ars are well 
known to lend themselves to errors, especially on traverse, and they cannot be relied 
upon to stop a fall. T he climber m ust attend to safety on the last few feet of the climb 
and at the end of the day as well as at the crux move. On long aid climbs one 
precaution would be for seconds as they move up the rope to tie in again 
occasionally, so that they could never fall the full length of the rope.


